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EFFECTS OF MAGNETIC ANISOTROPYAND EXCHANGE IN Tm2Fe17A. N. Pirogov a;*, S. G. Bogdanov a, E. V. Rosenfeld a, J.-G. Park b,Y. N. Choi , S. Lee , K. Prokeŝ d, N. O. Golosova e, I. L. Sashin e,N. V. Kudrevatykh f , Yu. N. Skryabin a, A. P. Vokhmyanin aaInstitute of Metal Physis, Ural Division, Russian Aademy of Sienes620990, Ekaterinburg, RussiabFPRD, Department of Physis and Astronomy, Seoul National University151-742, Seoul, KoreaNeutron Siene Division HANARO, Korea Atomi Energy Researh Institute305-600, Daejeon, KoreadHelmholtz Centre Berlin for Materials and EnergyD-14109, Berlin, GermanyeJoint Institute for Nulear Researh141980, Dubna, Russiaf Institute of Physis and Applied Mathematis, Ural Federal University620083, Ekaterinburg, RussiaReeived Marh 22, 2012Neutron di�ration experiments have been arried out to study the magnetorystalline anisotropy of two (2band 2d) Tm sublatties and four (4f , 6g, 12j, and 12k) Fe sublatties in ferrimagneti ompound Tm2Fe17(spae group P63=mm). We determine the temperature dependene of the magnitude and orientation ofmagnetization for eah of the thulium and iron sublatties in the range (10�300) K. A spontaneous rotation(at about 90 K) of the Tm and Fe sublattie magnetizations from the -axis to the basal plane is aompaniedby a drasti hange in the magnetization magnitude, signifying a large magnetization anisotropy. Both Tmsublatties exhibit an easy-axis type of the magnetorystalline anisotropy. The Fe sublatties manifest both theuniaxial and planar anisotropy types. The sublattie formed by Fe atoms at the 4f position reveals the largestplanar anisotropy onstant. The Fe atoms at the 12j position show a uniaxial anisotropy. We �nd that theinelasti neutron sattering spetra measured below and above the spin-reorientation transition are remarkablydi�erent.1. INTRODUCTIONSine the 1970s, ompounds that omprise rareearth (R) and 3d transition (T) metals and exhibit largemagnetorystalline anisotropy (MA) and high Curietemperatures (TC) have been the subjet of intenseinvestigations in view of possible engineering applia-tions [1℄. In general, the origin of suh a bene�ial*E-mail: pirogov05�gmail.om

ombination of the properties just in the R�T om-pounds is quite lear. A strong exhange interationin the T subsystem provides a high TC , and the largeMA mainly originates from the R ions. The orbitalmomentum of f -shell eletrons is not quenhed and itsrotation in the rystalline eletri �eld (CEF) of uni-axial symmetry results in a signi�ant energy hange.However, quantitative alulations and preditionsof the magneti properties of R�T ompounds are ur-rently rather limited in their apaity. Even the sim-951



A. N. Pirogov, S. G. Bogdanov, E. V. Rosenfeld et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 5 (11), 2012plest phenomenologial expression annot be used di-retly to desribe the energy of these ompounds:E = Ean � (H �M);Ean = K1 os2 � +K2 os4 � + : : : ; (1)where Ean is the MA energy, H is the external �eld,M(�; �) is the magnetization of a rystal, � and � arethe polar and azimuthal angles of magnetization, andK1 and K2 are the �rst and the seond MA onstants.Equation (1) desribes the ase of uniaxial symme-try. The MA onstants are hosen suh that the de-pendenes M(H) obtained from the minimization inEq. (1) are �tted to experimental magnetization urvesin the best way.The problems emerging in suh a proedure arepartially aused by the dependene of the magnetiza-tion magnitude on �, whih is alled the magnetizationanisotropy e�et. In some R�T ompounds, the e�etan reah tens of perent [2℄. There is also a di�ultyin the ases where higher-order onstants K2, K3; : : :are omparable with or even larger than K1.To properly desribe these and other peuliaritiesof the R�T ompounds, it is neessary to use more re-alisti models, where main interations responsible forthe magneti properties of the system are taken intoaount expliitly. Presently, models of the magnetistruture for R�T ompounds are mainly based on thefollowing assumptions.First, in ompounds with T = Co, Fe, the exhangeinteration in the T subsystem is very strong (TC �� 1000 K). Therefore, magnetization of the T subsys-tem (MT ) an be regarded as a lassial vetor and theenergy of this subsystem an be desribed by an expres-sion of the type of Eq. (1). The �rst onstant KT issu�ient to desribe the MA of the T subsystem. Asa result, the energy of the T subsystem is given byET = KT os2 �T �HMT os(�T � #H); (2)where �T and #H are the respetive angles formed byMT and H with the -axis.Seond, the exhange interation in the R subsys-tem is usually rather weak (a typial temperature isabout 30 K), and it is mostly negleted. In the Rsubsystem, the interation of the eletri quadrupolemoment of the f -shell eletrons with the CEF playsthe main role (see, e. g., [3℄). The Hamiltonian of thisinteration is usually given in the formHCEF = B20O20 +B40O40 + : : : ; (3)where Bnm are the so-alled CEF parameters and Onmare the Stevens equivalent operators [4℄. Formally,

varying the parameters Bnm allows hanging the MAenergy of the R subsystem in a wide range. But fromthe physial standpoint, the Bnm parameters are theoe�ients in the expansion of the eletri �eld of therystal in Legendre polynomials, and it is therefore ne-essary to have in view what ombination of Bnm or-responds to a spei� harge-density distribution.Third, in the R�T ompounds, the exhange inter-ation between the R and T subsystems (alled theintersublattie interation) is extremely important be-ause it magnetizes the R ions. The intersublattieinteration an be written in various ways. We write itas Hex = �IRT(m � J); (4)where IRT is the parameter of the R�T interation, Jis the operator of the total momentum of the R ion,and m is the unit vetor in the diretion of the T-spinmoments. Assuming that the De Gennes rule holds forthe isostrutural R�T ompounds, IRT an be de�nedas IRT = (gJ � 1)I; (5)where gJ is the Landé fator of the R ion with themomentum J and I is the exhange parameter, whihis onstant over a given series of ompounds. UsingEqs. (2)�(5), we an write the energy of an R�T om-pound as E = ER +ET;ER = �T lnZ; Z = Tr�exp��HRT �� ;HR = HCEF +Hex � gJ�B(H � J): (6)The energy E turns to be a funtion of several pa-rameters: MT, KT, I , B20, B40; : : : even in the aseof the simplest R�T ompound (with one R and oneT sublattie). For suh a magnet, the values of MTand KT are strongly limited and determined quite wellfrom the experiments on isostrutural Y�T (or Lu�T)ompounds. The magnitudes of the CEF parametersand the intersublattie exhange (and, perhaps, theoupling in the R sublattie) have to be determinedfrom the omparison of and onsisteny between theresults of the largest possible number of various exper-iments. Quite suitable for that purpose are the R�Tompounds with a spontaneous spin-reorientation tran-sition (SRT) [5℄. The SRT originates from a ompe-tition between the R- and T-subsystem anisotropies.The former dominates at lower temperatures, whereasthe latter is dominant at higher temperatures. Many952



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 5 (11), 2012 E�ets of magneti anisotropy : : :different ways of �nding the exhange and CEF pa-rameters have evolved from the onsideration of theSRT [6℄, beause the relation between I , KT, and B20governs the temperatures of the beginning (TSR1) andend (TSR2) of the SRT, and the ratio between I andB20 determines the magnetization anisotropy in the Rsubsystem (�MR = MR(TSR1) �MR(TSR2)), and soon. The SRT may also be aompanied by a large mag-netization anisotropy in the T subsystem [7℄. It is alsoworth noting that an approximate ompensation of themajor anisotropi ontributions of the R and T subsys-tems ours in the SRT region, and that is why minorontributions (whih are not seen at the bakground ofanisotropi ontributions) an be revealed there.In this respet, the ompound Tm2Fe17 is a verysuitable objet, in whih the SRT ours at 90 K [8℄.The Tm2Fe17 ompound has a potential of being appli-able for studying the CEF. There are two (2b and 2d)types of Tm positions (Tmb and Tmd) even in the aseof an ideal rystal struture. The nearest-neighbor Fe-atom surroundings of these sites are almost idential,whereas the thulium surroundings are quite di�erent.Therefore, the CEFs that at on the Tmb and Tmd ionsan be di�erent; for example, it is reported in Ref. [9℄that the parameters Bb20 and Bd20 (for Tmb and Tmdrespetively) have di�erent signs. Suh a situation is ofinterest with regard to modern alulation tehniquesof the CEF [10, 11℄.In Tm2Fe17, the Fe atoms also oupy diverse sites.No less than four Fe sublatties (Fef , Feg, Fej , andFek) an be distinguished [12℄. Their ontributions tothe MA energy of the Fe subsystem an also be di�er-ent. It is hardly possible to determine the magnitudesand signs of these ontributions if only the magnetiza-tion urves are measured. However, if the orbital mo-mentum of the T atoms is inompletely quenhed, thisbeomes possible by means of the neutron-di�rationdata and the simplest phenomenologial theory [13℄, asis desribed in what follows.In this paper, we report an elasti and inelastineutron sattering study on powder and single-rystalTm2Fe17. This study was aimed at1) determining the temperature dependenes ofmagnetization for eah of the two Tm and the fourFe sublatties;2) studying the SRT and the magnetizationanisotropy e�et in the Tm and Fe sublatties;3) determining the I , Bb20, and Bd20 parameters andthe MA onstants of the Tm sublatties;4) estimating the MA onstants of the Fe sublat-ties.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILSThe Tm2Fe17 alloy was prepared by melting Tm(3N) and Fe (4N) elements in an indution furnae un-der a protetive helium atmosphere. An exess of twoat.% of thulium was used to ompensate for the Tmevaporation. The powder sample was prepared by apounding of the ingot. The single rystalline samplewas grown by remelting the ingot in a tube furnaewith a high temperature gradient and ooling slowlythrough the melting and the periteti reation tem-perature points. It was shaped as a spherule about2 mm in diameter.Roking urves (!-sans) of the single rystal weremeasured with the double-axis E-4 di�ratometer atthe Helmholtz Centre for Materials and Energy, Berlin,with the inident neutron wavelength 2.44Å.Neutron powder di�ration patterns were reordedwith the HRPD di�ratometer at the Neutron SieneDivision HANARO in the temperature region 10�300 Kwith the inident neutron length 1.835Å. The sanswere obtained in the range 2� = 7Æ�159Æ with a stepof 0.05Æ. In addition, a position-sensitive detetorsystem was used for the measurements in the range2� = 2Æ�6.7Æ. The data analysis was done using theFULLPROF re�nement pakage [14℄.The inelasti neutron sattering (INS) experimentwas arried out with KDSOG time-of-�ight spetrom-eter with the inverse geometry at the pulsed reatorIBR-2 of the JINR. The spetra were measured at 10,60, 120, and 300 K. Peuliarities of the KDSOG spe-trometer (a Be �lter before the detetor and low energyresolution in the small energy transfer range) do notallow measurements in the energy range 0�2 meV. Forthese reasons, we performed the INS measurements inthe energy transfer range 2�100 meV.3. MODELAs mentioned above, the exhange interation inthe R subsystem is very weak and, on the ontrary,the exhange in the T subsystem is very strong. Thenthe spin momentum of the T subsystem (MST) an beonsidered a lassial vetor, whose magnitude (andtherefore the value of the I parameter in Eqs. (4) and(5)) depends only on temperature (I �MST). Both theexhange �eld from the T subsysten and the external�eld a�et the R ion. The diretion of MST entirelyontrols the E energy of a rystal, whose equilibriumorresponds to the minimum E(�). At this equilib-rium, the R-ion magneti moment is determined fromthe equation953



A. N. Pirogov, S. G. Bogdanov, E. V. Rosenfeld et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 5 (11), 2012MR(�) = 1Z Tr�J exp��HR(�)T �� : (7)In applying this model to the Tm2Fe17 ompound,we take the presene of two Tm sublatties into a-ount; then Eq. (6) for the energy should be rewritttenasE = EbTm(�;H) +EdTm(�;H) ++KFe os2(�) � (H �MFe); (8)where EbTm and EdTm are the respetive free energies ofthe 2b and 2d Tm sublatties and MFe is the magneti-zation of the Fe sybsystem.In order to deal with a minimal number of �ttingparameters, we assume that only the Bb20 and Bd20 pa-rameters are not equal to zero in the ase of Tm2Fe17.We assume the parameters I to be the same for bothTm sublatties, beause they have almost idential Fe-neighbor surroundings. Hene, there are only three�tting parameters: I , Bb20, and Bd20. The temper-ature dependene of the I parameter is determinedby MFe(T ), and it an be obtained from the neutrondi�ration experiment. The value of KFe an be takenfrom the magneti measurement data on the isostru-tural ompounds, where R is nonmagneti. We as-sumed KFe = �3:1 MJ/m3 (or �58 K/f.u.) in ouralulations as K1 in Y2Fe17 [16, 17℄.The omputation task amounts to determining the� value that realizes the energy minimum at varioustemperatures, and to alulating the mean values ofmagnetizationsMbTm andMdTm using Eqs. (7) and (8).As a result, we obtain the alulated temperature de-pendenes of the orientations and magnitudes of theTmb and Tmd sublattie magnetizations, whih haveto be �tted to experimental ones.In addition to Bb20 and Bd20, the MA onstants of theFe sublatties in Tm2Fe17 an be estimated. Presently,it is believed that the large MA energy of the T sub-system originates from a large hange in the orbitalmoment when the rystal magnetization rotates fromthe easy diretion to the hard one [13, 18, 19℄. Weapply the model of the MA of a system with an inom-pletely quenhed orbital magneti moment, developedin Ref. [13℄. The magneti moment �Fe of a Fe atom isthe sum of ontributions arising from the spin and or-bital moments (S and L, respetively). We assume thatthe S magnitude does not depend on the site oupiedby the Fe atoms. The L value annot be equal for dif-ferent rystallographi positions beause the quenhingdegree of the orbital moment depends on the loal en-vironment [12℄. In aordane with Ref. [13℄, the MAenergy of the Fe atom in Tm2Fe17 an be expressed as

EFean = ��L � S+ rkL2k + r?L2?; (9)where � is the parameter of spin�orbital oupling, r isthe oe�ient of the quenhing hardness, and �k� and�?� subsripts denote the projetion on the -axis andon the basal plane. The equilibrium values of Lk andL? are obtained by minimizing the EFeAn energy:Lk = �S2 rk os �; L? = �S2 r? sin �: (10)If we neglet hanges of S with temperature over theSRT region, then the di�erene between Lk and L?gives rise to the Fe-atom magnetization anisotropy:��Fe = �B hL? �� = �2 �� Lk(� = 0)i == �B�S rk � r?2rkr? : (11)Expression (12) an then be rewritten asEFean = ��S24rk � �S��Fe2�B sin2 �: (12)Therefore, the MA onstant of the �th Fe sublattie inTm2Fe17 is K�Fe = � �S2�B���Fe: (13)Assuming that � is the same for all Fe atoms, we anwrite the proportionKfFe : KgFe : : : : : KFe == ��fFe : ��gFe : : : : : ��Fe; (14)where f and g are the letters of Wyko� positions o-upied by the Fe atoms. We also assume that KFe isthe sum of the MA onstants of the Fe sublatties:nfKfFe + ngKgFe + : : : = KFe; (15)where nf and ng are the oupation numbers of the f -and g-positions. System of Eqs. (14) and (15) allowsestimating the MA onstant of eah of the Fe sublat-ties if the value of KFe, the oupation numbers, andthe magnetization anisotropy for the di�erent Fe-atompositions are known.4. RESULTS AND ANALYSISThe evolution of the neutron powder di�ration pat-terns of Tm2Fe17 between 10 and 300 K is shown inFig. 1. A re�nement of the 288 and 300 K patterns,954
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Fig. 1. Neutron di�ration patterns of Tm1:83Fe17:34in the temperature range 10�300 K. Curves are movedfor larity. The �rst half of the angle interval of pat-terns is shownolleted in the paramagneti state, has shown thatthe sample ontains a small amount (about 4%) of theTm2O3 impurity phase. The re�etions of this phasepartly overlap the ones of the main phase. The dis-ordered model of the Th2Ni17-type struture (spaegroup P63=mm) proposed in Ref. [20℄ was used inthe ourse of our re�nements. The obtained valuesof the lattie and oordinate parameters are presentedin Table 1. The oupation numbers are as follows:for the Tm ions, n = 0:78(1), 1(0), and 0.05(2) re-spetively at the 2b, 2d, and 2 positions; for the Featoms, n = 0:95(2), 0.22(1), 1(0), 0.64(2), 0.36(2), and1(0) respetively at the 4f , 4e, 6g, 12j, 12j0, and 12ksites. Hene, the Tm ions mainly oupy two rystallo-graphi positions, 2b and 2d, and the Fe atoms oupyfour sites, 4f , 6g, 12j, and 12k. As noted above, Tmb,Tmd, Fef , Feg , Fej , and Fek denote the Tm and Feions that oupy these positions. Besides, there areadditional 2 and 4e positions for the Tm and Fe ions;we use the notation Tm and Fee for them. The re�nedomposition of the main phase is Tm1:83Fe17:34.The neutron patterns olleted below 288 K on-tain magneti ontributions to the intensities of nu-lear re�etions. With an HRPD di�ratometer, wedid not �nd any extra re�etions assoiated with thelong-range magneti order in the range of the sannedangles 2� = 7Æ�159Æ. Therefore, the wave vetor isk1 = 0. At the same time, using a position-sensitive de-tetor system, we found a broad maximum at 2� � 2:5Æin the temperature interval 255�288 K (Fig. 2). Thismaximum may point to the existene of an inommen-
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the magneti sattering with tem-perature in the small-angle part of the neutron di�ra-tion patterns, measured at (a) 281 K, (b) 266 K,() 257 K, and (d) 238 Ksurate magneti struture with k2 � (2�=)(0; 0; 0:19).However, the width of the maximum is onsiderablylarger than that of Bragg's re�etions. This allowssuggesting that the spin arrangement with k2 oursonly as a short-range magneti order. In our sample, along-range magneti order with k1 = 0 realizes at tem-peratures below TC = 288 K and it oexists with theshort-range magneti order in the temperature interval255�288 K.For k1 = 0, we performed a symmetry analysis ofmagneti strutures that are possible in a magnet witha disordered Th2Ni17-type rystal struture. For exam-ple, the deomposition of the magneti representationfor the 2b position is2b : dM = �3 + �6 + �9 + �12: (16)The irreduible representations �i are numbered a-ording to Kovalyov [21℄. The basis funtions of theirreduible representations entering the deompositionof the magneti representations were alulated follo-wing Ref. [22℄. They orrespond to magneti strutureswith the magneti moments oriented along the -axisor on�ned to the basal plane.955



A. N. Pirogov, S. G. Bogdanov, E. V. Rosenfeld et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 5 (11), 2012Table 1. Results of re�nement for the nulear and magneti strutures of Tm1:83Fe17:34. Notation: a and  are thelattie onstants; x, y, and z are the oordinate parameters; �bTm and �dTm are the magnetizations of the thulium 2b and2d sublatties; �fFe, �gFe, �jFe, and �kFe are the magnetizations of the iron 4f , 6g, 12j, and 12k sublatties; RNBr, RNf , andRMag are the disrepany fators for the rystal and magneti strutures10 K 80 K 100 K 140 K 200 K 300 Ka, Å 8.4182(1) 8.4169(1) 8.4164(1) 8.4185(1) 8.4213(1) 8.4230(1), Å 8.3239(1) 8.3119(1) 8.3099(1) 8.3030(1) 8.2946(1) 8.2776(1)z(Fe,4e) 0.112(2) 0.115(2) 0.112(2) 0.113(2) 0.116(2) 0.126(1)z(Fe,4f) 0.1058(4) 0.1055(4) 0.1071(3) 0.1049(3) 0.1048(3) 0.1041(2)x(Fe,12j) 0.3357(9) 0.3360(10) 0.3333(8) 0.3349(8) 0.3331(9) 0.3346(9)y(Fe,12j) 0.3741(3) 0.3750(4) 0.3765(3) 0.3758(3) 0.3764(3) 0.3786(7)x(Fe,12j0) 0.3100(11) 0.3056(11) 0.3106(10) 0.3073(9) 0.3068(10) 0.3075(9)y(Fe,12j0) 0.3304(8) 0.3245(9) 0.3286(9) 0.3263(7) 0.3236(8) 0.3231(17)x(Fe,12k) 0.1648(4) 0.1658(4) 0.1658(4) 0.1660(4) 0.1663(4) 0.1662(3)z(Fe,12k) 0.9857(1) 0.9846(1) 0.9852(1) 0.9847(1) 0.9846(1) 0.9835(1)�bTm(�B) 7.4(1) 6.1(1) 4.5(1) 3.4(1) 2.0(1) ��dTm, �B 6.9(1) 5.0(1) 4.5(1) 3.4(1) 2.0(1) ��fFe, �B 2.17(6) 2.06(8) 2.25(7) 2.03(7) 1.76(13) ��gFe, �B 1.42(7) 1.34(8) 1.40(10) 1.49(12) 1.21(22) ��jFe, �B 2.16(6) 2.15(8) 2.01(6) 1.80(6) 1.61(11) ��kFe, �B 1.60(5) 1.52(7) 1.69(6) 1.72(7) 1.47(13) �RNBr, % 6.7 7.5 5.3 6.2 6.1 6.2RNf , % 6.7 7.5 5.3 6.2 6.1 6.2RMag , % 7.6 10.0 11.4 12.3 12.9 �To re�ne the rystallographi and magneti stru-ture parameters in the magnetially ordered state, thefollowing onstraints were set. The oupations num-bers do not hange with temperature at T < 300 K.The Tm and Tmd ions have the same magnitudes andorientations of the magneti moments. Taking into a-ount that the 4e- and 12j-site average hyper�ne �eldsexhibite similar behavior at the SRT [12℄, we also im-posed the onstraints on the Fe-atom moments at the4e, 12j, and 12j0 positions. As a result, only six (twothulium and four iron) sublattie magnetizations weredetermined; we use the notation �bTm, �dTm, �fFe, �gFe,�jFe, and �kFe for them.A good agreement (see Fig. 3 and Table 1) betweenthe observed and alulated intensities, resulting fromvarious variants of mixing the basis funtions, was ob-tained in the following ases. Below 75 K, the magnetistruture an be desribed by the �3 representation.The �bTm and �dTm magneti moments are antiparal-lel to the �fFe, �gFe, �jFe, and �kFe moments and are

oriented along the -axis. At T � 100 K, the Tm-and Fe-moment arrangement an be desribed by the�9 representation. The obtained magneti struture isalso ferrimagneti, but all the moments lie in the basalplane.In the temperature range 75�100 K, an �easy axis�easy plane�-type SRT ours. As an be seen fromFig. 3, the SRT is aompanied by a notieable hangein the intensity of some re�etions on the powder di-agrams; for instane, the intensity of the (100), (110),and (304) peaks dereases. However, the (002) peak,whih is most appreiable for the study of the SRT,is not distintly apparent on the powder diagrams be-ause it is loated lose to the (110) peak. We thereforeperformed measurements of the (002) peak on a singlerystal. The results are presented in the inset of Fig. 3.The magneti ontribution to the intensity of the (002)peak hanges from zero to a maximal value as the Tb-and Fe-ion magneti moments rotate from the -axisto the basi plane. This ours as the temperature in-956
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2�Fig. 3. The observed (points), alulated (solid lines),and di�erene (bottom lines) neutron di�ration pro-�les at (a) 105 K and (b) 75 K. Inset shows the tem-perature dependene of the integrated intensity of the(002) re�etion, measured on a single rystalreases from 75 to 100 K. In this temperature range,the magneti struture an be onsidered, to within ex-perimental auray, as a ollinear ferrimagneti one,and it is desribed as the sum of the �3 and �9 repre-sentations.Using sans of the (002) peak and the powder dia-grams, we obtained the experimental temperature de-pendene of the angle �Tm formed by the Tm-sublattiemagnetizations with the -axis. We supposed that thisangle is the same for both Tm sublatties. The depen-dene is shown in Fig. 4. It an be seen that �Tm on-tinuously hanges from 0 to �/2 as the temperature in-reases. We determined the temperatures TSR1 = 75 Kand TSR2 = 100 K.Figure 5 presents the temperature dependenes ofthe lattie parameters a and  and unit-ell volume V .We an see that the  parameter and the volume Vderease with inreasing the temperature up to 300 K.The a parameter evidently dereases with temperature
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependene of the angle betweenthe  axis and the Tmb- and Tmd-sublattie magne-tizations. The points are experimental data, the solidline is the alulation for the Tmb magnetization, andthe dashed line is the alulation for Tmd magnetiza-tion
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Fig. 6. Temperature dependene of the magnetizationof the Tm sublatties; solid and light irles respe-tively stand for the Tmb and Tmd sublatties. Thesolid lines are alulations for I = 235 K/Tm-ion,Bb20 = �1:2 K, andBd20 = �0:3 K. The dotted lines areomputed for I = 235 K/Tm-ion and Bb20 = Bd20 = 0.The dashed lines indiate the beginning and end of theSRTin the range 10�100 K, and it monotonially inreasesup to 250 K. Our dependenes a(T ), (T ), and V (T )agree qualitatively with those obtained in Refs. [23, 24℄.They show that an appreiable spontaneous magne-tostrition exists in the Tm1:83Fe17:34 ompound. Themain ontribution to the magnetostrition is aused bya hange of the -parameter even if the magneti mo-ments lie within the basal plane. It is interesting thatthe magnetostrition inreases in the basal plane as themoments rotate to the -axis.Figure 6 shows the temperature dependenes of the�bTm and �dTm magnetizations. The values of �bTm and�dTm are di�erent below TSR1 and are the same aboveTSR2. The urve �bTm(T ) onsists of three well-distin-guished setions: the magnetization hanges relativelyweakly below TSR1 and above TSR2, and the sharphange of �bTm orresponds to the temperature range

in whih the SRT ours. In this range, the �bTm mag-netization experienes a jump ��bTm. Assuming thatin the SRT region, the dependene �bTm(T ) is similar tothat at T > 100 K, the value ��bTm an be estimatedas 1:2�B. Hene, the rotation of �bTm from the -axisto the basal plane is aompanied by a relatively largehange of the �bTm value. This points to the existene ofa large magnetization anisotropy (��bTm=�bTm � 20%)in the Tmb sublattie.In omparison with �bTm(T ), the urve �dTm(T ) isnearly monotoni. Nevertheless, there is some distin-tion in the harater of the dependene �dTm(T ) beforeand after the SRT. This originates from the magnetiza-tion anisotropy in the Tmd sublattie. Our estimationresults in the jump ��dTm = (0:2�0:3)�B. Taking theoupation numbers into onsideration, we obtain thatthe anisotropy of the Tm-subsystem magnetization isequal to �MTm � 1:2�B.Figure 7 shows thermal variations of the Fe sublat-tie magnetizations. They reveal more or less observ-able hanges of the magnetizations of all the sublattiesin the SRT region. This is due to the magnetizationanisotropy of the Fe atoms. Our data allow onludingthat the magnetization anisotropy in the Fef , Feg, andFek sublatties has the sign opposite to the one in theFej sublattie. This agrees with the results obtained inRef. [12℄ from Mössbauer measurements. From Fig. 7,we an estimate the values of the Fe-sublattie magne-tization anisotropy as ��fFe � 0:2�B , ��gFe � 0:1�B,��jFe � �0:1�B, and ��kFe � 0:1�B. Our results on-�rm the onlusions made in Refs. [12, 25, 26℄ that theFe-atom magnetization anisotropy is most pronounedfor the 4f position. The temperature dependene of theaverage magnetization of the Fe-subsystem is also givenin Fig. 7. The urve �avFe(T ) exhibits a slight anomalyin the SRT region, if any. The alulated value of ��avFeis equal to 0:05�B.Using the above magnitudes of the magnetizationanisotropy in the Tm and Fe sublatties, we obtainthat in the SRT region, the spontaneous magnetiza-tion anisotropy is equal to 1:9�B/f.u. This value agreesquite well with that determined in our magneti mea-surement data (about 2�B/f.u.) [27℄.5. DISCUSSIONAording to Ref. [28℄, the Tm2Fe17 ompound hasa simple spiral-type magneti struture in the range250�280 K and a ollinear ferrimagneti one below250 K. We observed the (000)+ magneti satellite pe-uliar to a modulated magneti struture. The angu-958
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the presene of ompetitive (ferro- and antiferromag-neti) interations between the Fe atoms at the di�er-ent rystallographi positions. A relation between theferro- and antiferromagneti interations hanges withvariation of the omposition, whih results in either aommensurate or an inommensurate magneti stru-ture.In our sample, the long-range magneti order anbe desribed by the �3 or �9 irreduible representationswith the orientations of magneti moments being paral-lel or perpendiular to the -axis. A feature of Tm2Fe17(among the R2Fe17 ompounds) is the existene of themagneti struture (in the SRT range) desribed by thesum of the �3 and �9 representations. This means thatthe magneti states (with spin on�gurations along the-axis and in the basal plane) orresponding to the �3and �9 representations have very lose energy values inthe SRT interval. These states form a single exhangemultiplet. It an be split by anisotropi interations.In the SRT interval, the MA energy is weak in ompar-ison with the exhange energy; therefore, the splittingis small and the magneti struture is desribed by thesum of the �3 and �9 representations appearing in a sin-gle multiplet. The anisotropy is evidently rather strongbelow TSR1 and above TSR2, and hene the splittingof the exhange multiplet results in a di�erene of theenergies of spin arrangements along the -axis and inthe plane.To desribe the �bTm(T ) and �dTm(T ) dependenes,we use the equations in Se. 3. The experimentaldata and the �bTm(T ) and �dTm(T ) urves alulatedby means of Eqs. (5)�(8) are presented in Fig. 6.These urves are plotted for the parameter valuesI = 23:2 MJ/m3 (235 K/Tm-ion), Bb20 = �1:2 K, andBd20 = �0:3 K. The value of I obtained by us is some-what lower than the one (I = 270K/Tm-ion) evaluatedfrom Mössbauer measurements on Tm2Fe17 in Ref. [9℄.At the same time, our Bb20 and Bd20 are notieably dif-ferent from Bb20 = �0:5 K and Bd20 = 0:5 K determinedthere. Our average value B20 = �0:7 K roughly agreeswith B20 = �0:4 K found from the heat apaity mea-surements in Ref. [32℄.Figure 6 also shows the �bTm(T ) and �dTm(T ) depen-denes alulated under the assumption that the Bb20and Bd20 parameters are equal to zero. It an be easilyseen (for �bTm(T )) that the experimental points spreadabove the urve with Bb20 = 0 at T < TSR1 and belowthis urve at T > TSR2. This is evidene of the fatthat the MA has a strong e�et on the temperature be-havior of the �bTm magnetization. As mentioned above,the MA tends to keep individual magneti momentsaligned along the -axis, whih is the easy magnetiza-959



A. N. Pirogov, S. G. Bogdanov, E. V. Rosenfeld et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 5 (11), 2012tion diretion for Tm ions. On the other hand, it en-hanes angular deviations between the moments whenthey lie in the basal plane (the hard magnetization di-retion for Tm ions). This results in the magnetizationanisotropy ��bTm in the SRT region. In the ase of the�dTm magnetization, the di�erene between the experi-mental points and the urve alulated for Bd20 = 0 isinonsiderable. This points to a relatively low magne-tization anisotropy of the Tmd ions.The information on Bb20 and Bd20 allows estimat-ing the values of the MA onstants for the Tmb andTmd sublatties (KbTm and KdTm) by means of the well-known equitation [18℄K1 = �3NRB20J �J � 12� ; (17)where NR is the R-ion onentration. The onstantsKbTm and KdTm are presented in Table 2. As an beseen, they are positive and KbTm is larger than KdTmby about a fator of four. Our data qualitatively dif-fer from the result obtained in Ref. [9℄, aording towhih the onstants KbTm and KdTm have di�erent signs(KbTm = 3:2 MJ/m3 and KdTm = �2:1 MJ/m3). Ifthis were the ase, the resulting MA onstant of theTm subsystem should be equal to 1.1 MJ/m3. Thisvalue is smaller than KFe, but the opposite inequality,KTm > KFe must be satis�ed for the SRT to our inTm2Fe17.Knowing the MA onstants and the magnetizationsof the Tm and Fe sublatties, we an evaluate theanisotropy �eld in our sample from the relation [18℄HA = 2K1=Ms; (18)whereMs is the spontaneous magneti moment. In ourase, K1 = KbTm + KdTm � KFe = 66:2 K/f.u., Ms == MFe �MTm = 18:9�B/f.u., and the �0HA magni-tude is then equal to 7 T. This value is rather lose to6 T, determined in magnetization measurements in [33℄.On this ground, it ould be expeted that our value ofKTm would agree quite well with that obtained fromthe magnetization urves (KTm = 6:7 MJ/m3 [34℄).As mentioned above, the R-ion magnetizationanisotropy originates from the MA energy, whih exertsa strong in�uene on the population of the low-energylevels of an R ion at �nite temperatures. When themagneti moments are oriented along the easy mag-netization diretion, the distanes between low-energylevels beome larger than in a sheme ignoring theMA. On the other hand, if the moments are orientedalong the hard magnetization diretion, these distanesare shorter than those for zero magneti anisotropy.
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Fig. 8. Inelasti neutron sattering spetra ofTm1:83Fe17:34 (solid points) and Y2Fe17 (light points)at (a) 120 K, (b) 60 K, and () 10 KThen the population of the low-energy levels must behigher in the former ase than in the latter. Therefore,we an suppose that the R-ion energy sheme shouldhange under the SRT. To verify this assumption, weperformed inelasti neutron sattering (INS) measure-ments.Figure 8 shows the low-energy part of the INS spe-trum for Tm1:83Fe17:34 at temperatures below (10 and60 K) and above (120 K) the SRT region. To deter-mine the bakground due to Fe�Fe dispersive modesand phonon sattering, we also performed the INS ex-periment on Y2Fe17. The INS spetra for Y2Fe17 arealso shown in Fig. 8. It is seen that the INS spe-trum of Tm1:83Fe17:34 obtained at 10 K ontains fourpeaks at about 4.2, 5.8, 9.0, and 12.1 meV. Their in-tensities hange slightly with temperature up to 60 Kand the line at 2.4 meV appears. As the temperatureinreases to 120 K (and magneti moments rotate fromthe -axis to the basal plane), the INS spetrum evi-dently hanges. Only one sharp peak around 3.5 meVan be seen in the spetrum. Hene, the SRT results ina signi�ant hange of the INS spetrum. It is worthnoting that suh a strong hange of the INS spetrumwas not previously observed in R�T ompounds under960



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 5 (11), 2012 E�ets of magneti anisotropy : : :the SRT, although the INS measurements were arriedout on a series of R�T systems (for example, the SRTin Nd2Fe14B [35℄).A alulation of the INS spetrum will be performedin the future. Presently, we an only make a rough es-timate. The Tm-ion moments are oriented along theirown easy axis at 10 K and transitions from the groundstate to the �rst exited level are possible. Therefore,two peaks aused by two Tm-site types should be ob-served in the INS spetrum. The presene of two addi-tional peaks ould be explained by a di�erene in thesurroundings of the Tmb and Tmd ions due to Fe atomsin the 4e position. The ratio between the total intensityof the �rst pair of the peaks and that of the seond pairis 0.74 : 1.0. This is well in aord with 0.76 : 1.0, whihorresponds to the ratio of the oupation numbers forthe Tmb and Tmd ions. We an therefore onlude thatthe �rst pair of peaks originates from the Tmb ions andthe seond pair relates to the Tmd ones.All the CEF parameters are impotant for the al-ulation of the INS spetrum. The information on B20allows only estimating an order of the energy of thetransition from the level jJi to the nearest one, jJ�1i.The energy di�erene between these levels is�E = [�IRT (J � 1) + 3B20(J � 1)2℄�� [�IRTJ + 3B20J2℄ = IRT � 3(2J � 1)B20: (19)The substitution of the values of IRT and Bb20 in thisequation leads to the value �E = 6:8 meV. This ratherwell agrees with the energy of the �rst pair of the peaks.We now onsider the MA of the Fe sublatties inTm1:83Fe17:34. As shown in Se. 3, in order to esti-mate the Fe sublattie MA onstants, we an applythe model of the MA of a system with an inompletelyquenhed orbital magneti moment [13℄. Aording tothis model, the MA of the Fe atoms is proportional tothe Fe-atom magnetization anisotropy.Using Eqs. (14) and (15), the oupation num-bers, the magnitudes of the Fe sublattie magnetizationanisotropy obtained by us, and the value of KFe takenfrom Ref. [16℄, we estimated the Fe sublattie MA on-stants, whih are given in Table 2. Aording to ourestimation, the in-plane anisotropy of the Fe subsystemis due to the Fe atoms in the 4f , 6g, and 12k positions.On the ontrary, the Fee and Fej sublatties exhibit auniaxial anisotropy. The largest MA (alulated perFe atom) is found in the Fef sublattie. Our resultregarding the di�erent MA types of the Fe sublattiesagrees qualitatively with that obtained for the rhom-bohedral Y2(Co,Fe)17 ompounds in Ref. [36℄, wherethe sublattie MA onstants were evaluated in terms

Table 2. The magneti anisotropy onstants of theTm and Fe sublatties in Tm1:83Fe17:3. Notation:Tmb, Tm, and Tmd are the thulium 2b, 2, and 2dsublatties; Tmtot is the Tm subsystem; Fee, Fef , Feg,Fej , and Fek are the iron 4e, 4f , 6g, 12j, and 12k sub-latties; Fetot is the Fe subsystemSublattie K, MJ/m3, K, K/ionTmb 5.0 119Tm 0.1 30Tmd 1.6 30Tmtot 6.7 72Fee 0.2 9Fef �1:9 �18Feg �1:4 �9Fej 2.9 9Fek �2:9 �9Fetot �3:1 �58 [17℄of a ombination of the experimental bulk anisotropyand neutron di�ration data on the preferential ou-pation of the Co and Fe atoms of the rystallographipositions.In the framework of the MA model of a systemwith an inompletely quenhed orbital magneti mo-ment, we an also estimate the parameter of the spin�orbital oupling in Eq. (13). The substitution ofKfFe = 18 K/Fe-at., ��fFe = 0:2�B, and S = 1 inEq. (13) leads to � = 180 K. Our value of � is quitelose to that (about 300 K) obtained for the 3d tran-sition metals [18℄. This allows suggesting that the MAmodel of the system with an inompletely quenhed or-bital magneti moment gives, at least, a true order ofmagnitude of the Fe sublattie MA onstants.6. SUMMARYThe Tm1:83Fe17:34 ompound was investigated bymeans of neutron di�ration and INS. The om-pound rystallizes in a partially disordered Th2Ni17-type struture. The long-range ferrimagneti orderwith k1 = 0 exists up to TC = 288 K. Thisorder oexists with the short-range magneti one(k2 � (2�=)(0; 0; 0:19)) in the temperature range255�288 K. Upon inreasing the temperature, the om-pound undergoes the SRT from the -axis to the basalplane at TSR1 = 75 K and TSR2 = 100 K.9 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 5 (11) 961



A. N. Pirogov, S. G. Bogdanov, E. V. Rosenfeld et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 5 (11), 2012The temperature dependenes of two Tm- and fourFe sublattie magnetizations in Tm1:83Fe17:34 havebeen determined. All the dependenes point to exis-tene of magnetization anisotropy in the temperaturerange where the SRT ours. The largest magnetiza-tion anisotropy (1:2�B/Tm-ion) was observed in theTm sublattie formed by the Tm ions at the 2b posi-tion.The two-subsystem model of the MA was modi�ed.The magnitude and orientation of the Tm-subsystemmagnetization is alulated at a given temperature byminimization of the anisotropy energy with a singlevarying parameter, whih is the angle between the -axis and the Fe subsystem magnetization. We appliedthis model for the evaluation of the values of the Tm�Feexhange parameter and the CEF parameters Bb20 andBd20 for two Tm positions. The anisotropy onstant ofthe Tm ions at the 2b position is by a fator of fourhigher than that at the 2d site. The MA energy of theTmb sublattie is only by a fator of �ve lower than theTm�Fe exhange energy. This auses the large magne-tization anisotropy of the Tm ions at the 2b position.To estimate the MA onstants of the Fe sublatties,the model of the MA of a system with an inompletelyquenhed orbital magneti moment was applied. Itwas obtained within the model that the Fe sublattieMA onstants are proportional to the Fe-atom mag-netization anisotropy determined in the SRT region.The large in-plane anisotropy of the Fe subsystem isaused by Fe atoms at the 4f , 6g, and 12k positions,while Fe atoms at the 12j position favor the uniax-ial anisotropy. We revealed that the INS spetra ofTm1:83Fe17:34 hange notieably under the SRT.We have arried out single-rystal experiments us-ing the E4 instrument at the Helmholtz Centre forMaterials and Energy, Berlin, the powder-di�rationmesurements by means of the HRPD difratome-ter at the Neutron Siene Division HANARO, andinelasti neutron sattering by KDSOG at JINR.The researh was performed in aordane with theplan of RAS (No. 01.2.006 13394, ode �Impuls�) andwith a partial support of the Ministery of Edua-tion and Siene of the Russian Federation (Con-trat No. 16.518.11.7032), by Contrat 16.552.11.7020,by projet No. 12-P-2-1019 of the UD, RAS, and theRFBR projet No. 10-02-155. This paper was supportedin part by the MEST (Ministry of Eduation and Teh-nology) and KOFST (Korean Federation of Siene andTehnology Soieties). Work at Seoul National Univer-sity was supported by the National Researh Founda-tion of Korea (Grants Nos.KRF-2008-220-C00012 andR17-2008-033-01000-0).
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